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Election Statement  
Object-oriented paradigm is the leading programming paradigm, but the functional one is growing in 
popularity. It is still possible the “one man show” (see e.g. Phyton invented by Guido van Rossum in 
CWI, the successor of ABC). 
 
Rewriting-based paradigm is widely used in many Academiae but few knows that some rewriting-based 
tools are strongly used also in industry. Unfortunately there are relatively few languages that fully 
exploit that paradigm: Maude, Obj, ELAN, Clean, Wolfram ... just to mention a few. Sometimes, the 
above tools are sell as a Metaprogramming tools and some as Automatic Theorem Proving. Rewriting 
lacks of a some killer applications and success stories (author personal opinion). And this make Industry 
suspicious to use that tools. Because of all of this, there is some confusion about using rewriting-based 
paradigm and languages based to TRS. Some inspired companies are fast moving to functional 
languages like OCaml for general-purpose languages, or for Coq/Isabelle for Interactive Theorem 
Provers. The possibility to extract certified Caml running code makes those functional and logical tool 
very attractive. 
 
Nevertheless, Rewriting-based paradigm has a very large potential fields of applications, probably even 
larger than one of functional or procedural languages. Just to mention a few: 
- There are Telco companies (omitted) specialized in cybersecurity vulnerabilities developping HW box, 
analyzing CVE MITRE alerts described as a huge file of rewriting rules; often those projects are 
described with some internal TRS language or simulating in C/C++ some TRS and 
pattern matching algorithms. 
- Pattern matching is the first “programming” paradigm that child (me too) learns: it is 
useful in a plethora of applications, from Telco, Web, Medical, Cybersecurity, just to 
mention a few. String matching algorithms like e.g. the Wu-Mamber (unix xgrep, 
biological applications, text processing, etc.) could be described in a very easy way 
using the rewriting-based paradigm, but unfortunately the is no efficient rewriting-based 
language that can compete with a dirty C/C++ implementation. 
 
If I will be chosen in the SC of FSCD, i will try to "honestly push” the following topics in FSCD: 

• Renewal of TRS paradigm in Industry; 

• Pursue the hybridisation of Functional and Rewriting-based paradigm and subsequent 
languages, leading to a joint effort between the two FSCD communities; this would push the 
two communities to work together ; 

• Promoting Type-Theories for TRS and Pattern-Matching based calculi and languages, since 
most of them are untyped; 

• Approaching Industry to FSCD with an ad hoc track to be added to FSCD: theoretical topics 
that are attractive for industrial partners should be found (i will try to lead a group on a voluntary 
basis); 

• Introducing a Student Symposium to FSCD (to increase more PhD vocation). 
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